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Editorial

Words of Revelation
Qur’an

F

Among His proofs is that He created for you
spouses from among yourselves, in order to
have tranquility and contentment with each
other, and He placed in your hearts love and
care towards your spouses. In this, there are
sufficient proofs for people who think”.
Surah Isra (30) verse 21.

amily is the cornerstone of
a society. The shape of the family
determines the shape of society.

Healthy families are key to individual

Hadith

growth, social stability and purposeful

‘Among the Muslims the most perfect, as
regards his faith, is the one whose character
is excellent, and the best among you are those
who treat their wives well.’ (Reported by
Imam Al-Tirmidhi)

life. Sh. Yassir Fazaqa, the Youth Summit guest speaker, beautifully articulated
the importance of family in the Jummah

“The best of you is he who is best to his family, and I am the best among you to my family.” (Reported by Imam Al-Tirmidhi)

khuttba at the Waverley mosque. Sh.
Yasser noted that families need 3 “A” s
to functional well. The 3 “A” are: Affection, Appreciation and Attention. Certainly, these 3 “A” s clearly summarize
the ingredients of healthy families. Many
families suffer due to lack of warmth,
lack of consideration or lack of positive
reinforcements. Ensuring the success of
family relations is a communal responsibility. Every effort needs to be exerted
to make families a place of peace, tranquility and comfort. Public awareness

Community News
Birth
•
•
•
•

Condolences
•

on family issues as well as pre and post
marital counseling are becoming critical

•

needs for our communities. Investments
in such efforts will generate greater dividends not only for individual families,
but to our community at large.
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Br. Ehab and Sr. Maei were blessed with a
baby son named Aseel.
Br. Iyad Tobail and Sr. Huda were blessed
with a baby boy.
Br. Imran Rahman and Sr. Humaira were
blessed with a baby girl named Marwa.
Br. Daniel Chornopyski and Sr. Miriam were
blessed with a baby girl named Anna.

•

Br. AbdilFitah Ali Mousa passed away in the
month of February 2013 at age 11. He is
survived by his father Ali Mousa Mayow,
mother Sr. Fiaso and siblings, Abdulrehman,
Hadi, Aisha and Amino.
Br. Hussain Redha passed away in February
2013. He was a Winnipeg resident for the last
16 years. He was the father-in-law of Br.
Kadim Al-Rubai and is survived by his two
daughters Suzan and Tagred and many grand
children.
Hajj Abdenabi Moustarzak passed away
in January 2013. He moved to Winnipeg from

•

•

•

Morocco in 1988. He was an elder with a
large extended family in Winnipeg. He is
survived by his wife Hajja Zuhra, his 6
children 14 grandchildren. Note: Hajj Abdenabi and family were profiled in the last issue
of the Manitoba Muslim Magazine (Volume
4, Issue 13):
Br. Ahmed Siddiqui passed away in January
2013. He was a long time resident of
Winnipeg. He is survived by his wife Sheila
and daughters Tyeba and Shahana.
Br. Dabir Ahmad passed away in December
2012. He was a long time resident of
Winnipeg and served as MIA EC member in
1983. He is survived by his wife Wajeeha
Ahmad, daughter Razia, sons Khalid and
Tariq.
Sr. Bibi Samaroo, mother of Farida, Saferan,
Janet, Shameer, Rayman, Veena and Malika,
passed away in November 2012

Farewell
We are sad to announce Br. Mohammad Peracha is leaving Winnipeg. He has been instrumental in organizing and coordinating Squash for
many years. It is never easy to run these types of
activities for an extended period. We thank Br.
Peracha for his dedication, sincerity and commitment. May Allah reward him for his efforts.
Both Br. Soleh Khan sak555@yahoo.com and Br.
Menboob Shaikh are going to be managing the
Squash program. Please feel free to contact them
if you wish to benefit from this activity.

Local Events

Youth Summit and
dinner
The 1st annual Youth Summit was held on February 15-16 at the Waverley mosque. The event was
very well attended. The summit concluded with
a community dinner titled: “Youth We Appreciate Dinner”. See detailed report inside.
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Khateeb workshop
A khateeb workshop designed on training
young khateebs was held at the Waverley mosque
on Sunday, January 27, 2013. The workshop
comprised of 3 parts. The first part covered issues
pertaining to delivery and style of khuttba, the
second part focused on the fiqh of Jummah and
khuttbah and the third on rules of proper recitation. The workshop was for a full day and was
presented by 3 local speakers.

Islam Alive Community Potluck
On Sunday January 6th, 2013 a community
Potluck was organized by the Islam Alive committee at the Wavereley mosque. Many families
brought food and enjoyed the evening in the
company of other community members.

MIA Fitness Room
The newly established fitness room at the
Waverley mosque was officially opened on Sunday
Dec 30, 2012. The fitness room is located at the
northern entrance of the mosque. The room is
available for brothers and sisters on designated
days with an annual membership fee of $50.00. The
fitness room has a variety of sports equipment.

MIA Fundraising
Bake Sale
A fundraising bake sale was organized by
the MIA Fundraising Committee on Friday
December 28, 2012 and Friday January 04, 2013
at the Waverley mosque. A variety of food items
were sold and all proceeds went towards mosque
operations and activities.

Manitoba Muslim
Seniors Association
Year End lunch
The Manitoba Muslim Seniors Association
held a year-end lunch for all seniors on Sunday, December 23rd after zuhr at the Waverley
mosque.

MIA Community
Pancake Breakfast

MIA AGM Meeting
Brief

The MIA Events Committee organized a
pancake breakfast for all community members
on December 25, 2012 at the Waverley mosque.
Members of the community came together and
had an enjoyable morning with the opportunity
to socialize, make friends and strengthen community bonds.

MIA’s Annual General Body Meeting (AGM) was
held on November 25, 2012. After confirming the
quorum, all agenda items were fully discussed.
President’s report, Treasurer’s report as well as
the proposed budget for next fiscal year were
all approved. Important resolutions were also
passed by the AGM.

Zubaidah Tallab
Foundation Kids Party

Br. Eid Mahmudov was confirmed as MIA Treasurer for the
remaining term of the Executive Ccouncil.
The following three trustees
were elected:

The Zubaidah Tallab Foundation organized a
2 day Kids Party at Waverley mosque on December 24 and 26. The event included various
entertaining activities for the children.

MSA December Events
The Muslim Student Association at the
University of Manitoba organized a number of
events during the holiday season. Included in
these events were the following:
• Dec 22: A full day ski trip on Holiday
		
Mountain Resort.
• Dec 24 & 28: Skating at the Forks.
• Dec 30: Tobogganing

Dr. Ehab El-Salakawy: Elected
for a 3-year term. Dr. Ehab is a
Professor of Engineering at the
University of Manitoba, father of
3 and an active participant in various community projects.
Dr. Asim Ashique: Elected for
a 2 year term. Dr. Ashique is a
Chiropractic Specialist (Orthopedics), father of 4 and former
MIA trustee.
Sr. Nusraat Masood: Elected for
a 1 year term. Sr. Nusraat is an
Administrator in the faculty of
Engineering at the University of
Manitoba, mother of one and an
active participant in various community projects.
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Community Iftar on day
of Ashura (10th of
Muharam)
On Saturday November 24, 2012 a potluck Iftar was organized at the Waverley mosque on the
occasion of Ashura. Fasting on Ashura is recommended.

MIA Eid dinner

The MIA “Elders We Respect” Eid dinner
was colorfully held at the Grand mosque on
November 10, 2012. MIA Community Service
Awards were presented by the youth to four elders and former
MIA Presidents.
The award
recipients were:
Dr. Ezzat Ibrahim (President
1974), Dr. Taib
Soufi (President 1980), Br.
Aftab Bukhari
(President

1982), and Dr.
Mujeeburahman (President 1986).
As well, MIA
scholarship
Awards were
presented to
two students
by Br. Abdu
El-Tassee.

Pilgrims Welcome Party

The MIA EC organized a welcome back tea
party to all of the local pilgrims on November
16, 2012 at the Waverley mosque. Some of the
pilgrims gave short talks about their hajj experiences. A short lecture was also delivered on the
significance of the Prophet’s (PBUH) migration to
Medina.

MIA Special General
Body Meeting

Pursuant to Article X, Section 2(b), the MIA

Special General Body meeting, as requested by
a group of MIA members, was held on Tuesday
October the 23rd 2012 at the Grand Mosque on
Waverley.
The meeting begun with confirmation of the
quorum, followed by Quranic recitation, welcome address by the President, followed by a
brief presentation by the 1st Vice President on
issues pertaining to MIA’s spiritual and religious
services. Following the presentation, there was a
lively discussion and Q & A.
The following motions were made by members and were all passed by a majority vote:
Motion 1: The
MIA General
Body affirms
MIA EC’s full
authority over
all issues relating to Human
Resources,
including
Imam’s position.
Motion 2: The General Body expresses its full
satisfaction with the spiritual services in place
and has no concerns.

Open House for People
of other Faith

On Sunday October 21, 2012 an open house was
held at the Waverley mosque to welcome the
larger public, to educate them about Islam and
about Prophet Mohammed (PBUH). Free literature on Islam, Muslims and Prophet Mohammed
was made available. Refreshments were also

served. Invitations were sent to the neighbors in
the vicinity of the mosque, faith groups, politicians, schools, media and the public at large.

Potluck Iftar on the Day
of Arafat
On the 9th day of Zulhija Thursday, October
the 25th a potluck Iftar was held at the Waverley
mosque. The event was very well attended. Fasting on the day of Arafat is very highly recommended.

Articles:

Shura in the family:
why we need it, how to do it.
By Abdul Malik Mujahid
Reprinted from Soundvision.com

G

ender relations in Islam are not
based on male-female competition as is
seen in a number Western societies today.
Rather, this relationship is based on gender
cooperation. (Quran: 4:32).
In the context of the family, the husband is the
leader (Qawwam) of the family as defined by God.
However, the power of this leader, like that of all
other Islamic leaders, is limited on the one hand
by the Quran and the Prophet’s teachings, and on
the other by Shura or mutual consultation - amruhum shura bainahum (Quran 42:38). Shura in this
verse is mentioned by God as one of the essential
characteristic of a believer along with prayers and
justice.
The Muslim family, therefore, like all other
Muslim institutions, formal or informal, must be
run with mutual consultation. One major cause of
problems in the Muslim society today is the
absence of Shura. The Shura process, if adopted as
a personal behavior and nourished by the family
as a way of life, will benefit the Ummah in the
long run.

•

Some Guidelines for Informal Shura

•

Informal Shura is like talking to each other. It may
happen at any place and at any time. Here are
some examples of informal Shura and tips you can
use:
•

Listen attentively: no TV shows, games,
books or newspaper should be in your way if
your spouse or child wants to talk to you.

•
•

•

•

•
•

Shura doesn’t have to be about family affairs:
mutual consultation in the family could be
about any topic. It was the advice of Umm
Salamah, the wife of Prophet Muhammad,
peace and blessings be upon him and may
Allah be pleased with her, which the Prophet
followed when Muslims were reluctant to
obey him at the end of Hudaybiyah.
A serious topic could be introduced gradually
if Shura is not the norm of the family.
Many women are afraid of bothering their
husbands with “domestic” stuff. However,
take some time to think about how you’d like
your husband to contribute.
Spouses should brief each other about work,
neighborhood, Masjid, and each other’s
activities. Mutual information is necessary for
mutual consultation.
A family calendar will help tremendously
for family time and Shura. In family meetings, go over next month’s dates (teacher
conferences, games, next family meetings
etc.). A large month-by-month calendar in the
kitchen, next to the phone may work well.
A family leader must encourage Shura by
being positive. If your wife or children are
afraid of your reaction, they will not participate in Shura.
Shura in a restaurant: Spouses may meet each
other everyday without ever actually discussing issues. Set a time to go out and talk.
Walking Shura: What about an evening walk
to discuss a topic?
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Formal Shura

Formal Shura is a process to reach an agreement
on an issue of mutual interest. Everyone should
participate in Shura with an open mind.
Some pointers on how to do this are:
• Begin the Shura with Allah’s Hamd, Sana
and Salawat on our Prophet.
• You have to be willing to sacrifice your opinion
if it is not accepted even if you are sure of its
soundness.
•	Learn the details of the topic under consultation before you speak.
•	Listen attentively to what others are saying.
• Be respectful in discussing each other’s point of
view.
• Remember that the process of Shura involves
abiding by what is agreed upon.
• Involve all children in the formal Shura of the
family. They come up with brilliant ideas.
• Avoid being defensive or sarcastic. Be rational
and reasonable.
• Make Dua (supplication) for Barakah (blessings) in your decisions at the end.

Consider a name change

My children suggest that “Family Meeting” or
“Family Circle” is a better title for family Shura
since “Shura” feels too serious.
They suggest that this forum should include
discussion of any topic from the Quran, Sunnah or
current affairs.

Non-verbal communication

Shura is about communicating effectively,
both verbally and non-verbally. Here are
some basic pointers on non-verbal communication:
• Frank and clear conversation with Taqwa (God
consciousness) is the key for success (Quran
33:70).
• Non-verbal criticism (gestures, silent treatment
etc.) can cause more problems then we normally realize.
• Clearly communicate what you mean. Don’t
expect your spouse or others to magically read
your mind, then be disappointed when they
don’t.
• Non-verbal communication, however, works
well in a show of love, thanks, or appreciation.
Nevertheless, verbalizing it when you really
mean it is better.
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Criticism is a type of Shura as well

Shura does not just entail basic discussion and
positive comments. It can also include criticism.
However, it should be remembered that there are
some etiquettes of giving input and feedback in
Islam. Some of these are:
• Check your motives (Niyyah) first before
opening your mouth. You should be giving
constructive criticism only to help someone, not
to make yourself feel better than others.
• Make Dua for yourself and the person you are
approaching before you actually do it.
• Think beforehand and choose appropriate
words.
• Don’t sound critical, condescending, or judgmental.
• Timing is important: don’t do it when the fight
is on.
• Criticism is best received when done one on
one.
• Remember the Prophet said “A Mumin (believer) is a mirror to another Mumin.” So just state
what you see. Don’t exaggerate.
• Keep in mind that your information or even
your conclusions may be wrong.
•	Listen to the explanation attentively and accept
it even if it is partially correct in your view.
• Avoid debating the point.
• Know when to stop. Don’t drag out the 		
discussion if it’s not going anywhere.
Just as it is important to know how to give criticism, it is crucial to know how to receive it. Here
are some etiquette suggestions:
• Thank the person who considers your improvement important enough to help you with his/
her thoughts.
• Welcome the feedback. Ask advice about how it
could be improved.
• Explain if there is any misunderstanding.
• Admit mistakes.
• Bad timing should not deter you from listening
and benefiting.
• The person criticizing should not be stopped
because of location, language or manners.
• Do not turn the table and start criticizing that
person in the same sitting.
• Make Dua for the person who is criticizing you.

Involving children in Shura

Children are intelligent, thinking beings who have

much to contribute to discussions. Too often,
parents dismiss the opinions and thoughts of their
kids, thinking their youth and inexperience mean
they are too young for Shura. Not so.
Doing Shura in the family helps kids learn how to
communicate effectively in a safe, comfortable
environment. Parents need to remember that their
love is crucial in raising their children, but it’s not
enough to raise a well-adjusted, happy child.
Communication is the key for successful development.
Here are some tips to help you encourage your
kids to communicate effectively and participate in
Shura in the family:
• When they are very young, get them into the
habit of talking with you about their day and
their feelings.
• Shura is among the choice characteristics of a
Mumin. (Quran 42:38) Inculcate it early on.
(My youngest child sits down during family
Shura with a pen and paper and takes notes,
although he doesn’t know how to write).
• Children should be full participants of any
formal or informal Shura in the family unless
the issue at hand has to be between the father
and mother exclusively.
• Children open up informally more than 		

formally. Two minute sound bites from them in
a car may provide more important insight into
what they feel than forced conversation.
• Children love to ask questions. Answer their
questions with one of yours: “what do you
think?” Think of their questions as the start of a
two-way conversation (mutual Shura may pop
in any time).
•	Let children come up with solutions. Instead of
giving advice, ask “so what would you like to
do about this?” or “How do you think this
should be handled?”
• Delegate an area of responsibility to your child
instead of adopting a “ do this, do that” style of
communication with them.
• Avoid electronic overload: TV, stereos, computers etc. are a convenient way for kids to close
off from their parents. Set rules for TV (check
out these 21 tips by the author that can help you
do this).
• Keep your sense of humor. Laughing won’t
undermine your authority or sabotage the
lessons. Rather, it will enhance your capacity to
communicate.
• Respect children’s opinions.
• Carefully listen to what your kids say without
being judgmental or critical.
• Reward a good idea.

Article:

Exclusion, Marginalization
& Adverse Incorporation
By: Br. Usman Mohammed*

I

t is commonplace to hear people say
that “our world is in a bit of a mess, but it is the
only one we’ve got, so we have to make the
most of it”. This is particularly true since the onset
of the most recent Global Economic Recession as
well as discussions on Climate Change and Global
Warming. The sad irony is, despite the resounding
acknowledgement of the popular notion that our
world is shared, we put a great deal of effort into
constructing all manner of barriers – Physical,
Social, Economic, Ideological, Racial, Cultural,
Political, and Legal – to not only keep us apart, but
more importantly essentialize our differences in
ways that emphatically shatters the notion of a
shared humanity and consequently our notion of a
shared world.
Perhaps the saddest part of this painful reality
is despite the serious and enduring repercussions
of our self-imposed artificial divisions, there
appears to be a consistent and determined effort at
maintaining this sorry state of affairs in many
important circles. One of the practical consequences associated with essentializing artificial differences is the effective marginalization and to some
extent an almost total exclusion of various minority groups North America and all over the world.
A crucial part of this challenge is its comprehensive nature and the way it defies easy categorizations often closely associated with the Binary
Impulses that underpin various forms of discrimination it engenders. The biggest obstacle we seem
to face is coming to terms with the true nature of
the consequences of building the various walls
that divide us as members of a global human
family.
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Although most barriers put up to discriminate
against or shut people out are often rooted in the
uninspired and shallow Binary Impulse mentality,
their reality tends to be more subtle and sophisticated. For example, rather than total exclusion and
marginalization, the reality tends to be more varied
and complex in most cases. Often times, marginalized groups are adversely incorporated into the
dominant mainstream system in ways that defy
simple classification. This often creates the illusion
of some progress or the suggestion that things are
not as bad as they seem. Unfortunately, in most
cases, they are as bad as and sometimes worse than
they seem.
With this in mind, it becomes imperative for all
Communities and Nations to collectively strive
towards properly understand the true nature of
this illusion and how it hampers every effort at
making things better. A crucial part of the deception stems from the fact that most barriers are not
physical but often invisible and thus easy to ignore
while wreaking havoc.
Also, barriers while relentlessly crushing
various minorities, as a result of the sheer force of
deliberate marginalization and exclusion on the
one hand simultaneously appear to mitigate their
destructive tendencies by [adversely] incorporating
minorities in some areas. This rationale, while
understandable is nonetheless diabolical and
destructive in the long run.
To some extent, to be invisible, marginalized,
excluded, trivialized or go unacknowledged is
painful but mostly straightforward. This is because
from a problem solving standpoint, the solutions
seem rather obvious and probably amenable to

some form of direct intervention aimed at addressing the issues. It is also fairly straightforward from
a positional or geographic sense when someone is
on the outside looking in. The boundaries are
unequivocally clear when you occupy the space
on the margins of the periphery.
However, with “Adverse Incorporation”, things
are not so straightforward. After all, to be incorporated into anything often gives the impression or
semblance of inclusion, visibility, acknowledgement
and the trappings of existential progress, whatever
that means. But the keyword here is the term
“Adverse”, for it profoundly qualifies and redirects
the meaning of what comes after. This realization
presents a number of challenges philosophically,
positional wise and from a solutions or problem
solving standpoint.
The philosophical aspects of the challenge revolve
around the struggle for definition, clarity and
meaning. How do we define a sense of inclusion that
seems to profoundly exclude many participants?
What aspects of “adverse incorporation” lend itself
to some form of logical framework that is coherent
and meaningful? And what philosophic principles
do we invoke when fashioning but intellectual and
empirical responses to this challenge?
Resolving these questions will be difficult, but
foundational to any successful long term resolution of the challenges they present to individuals
and society as a whole. An important logical
starting point is to recognize that barriers of all
kinds, even when there appears to be some
objective justification for them, are by their very
nature profoundly limiting.
While keeping whatever is meant to be shut
out from the world within its borders, they also
serve to effectively imprison the people within its
walls from the much greater world beyond it. This
is clearly true in both the physical sense as well as
the various complex and more significant interlocking qualitative aspects.
It is ironic and to some extent laughable when
we come to the inevitable realization that in
constructing barriers to keep others out, we
[inadvertently] waste valuable resources in
funding our own imprisonment. In a sense it is a
strange exercise of creating profound poverty
from great wealth. The physical confinement
ultimately contributes to mental and emotional
suffocation. In truth, our narrow physical space
reflects a much narrower intellectual and emotional and spiritual worldview.
The remainder of the attendant consequences
of this severely impoverished existence includes

Chronic Spiritual, Social and Cultural poverty.
Sadly this list is by no means exhaustive and likely
to have wider and far reaching ramifications that
are difficult and probably impossible to envision at
this time.
At the very least, it is crucial to remember that
the mutually reinforcing nature of these deprivations foster a deep and comprehensive vulnerability for the inhabitants of a self-imposed physical,
emotional, cultural, spiritual and mental Alcatraz.
A sad, powerful and profoundly disturbing image
of our familiar contemporary reality.
A modest acquaintance with history, reminds
us of the notion that “cultural and intellectual
intercourse are the oxygen of civilization”. In a
sense, this notion clearly refers to a macrocosmic
reality. However, the micro level connections are
not difficult to construct. In many cases by simply
disaggregating the larger picture into its various
components affords us the opportunity to make
this connection in a manner consistent and logically coherent.
As members of a small and vibrant Muslim
community, we encounter this challenge at both
levels and must seek to address them simultaneously. Addressing issues of gender equality,
bridging the gap between newer immigrants in one
part of the city and the more established immigrants at the other end of the city are just a few
examples of areas we can break down barriers and
build bridges at the microcosmic level.
Perhaps the most important micro level challenge
is dealing with the generational gap between the
youth and the elders in our community. This
serious nature of this challenge can never be fully
appreciated if we approach it from our existing
framework. Challenges of this nature are not exact
sciences and therefore requires views and accommodations as varied and complex as the images of
landscapes of Winnipeg and Windhoek on the one
hand, and the Rocky mountains and the Kalahari
on the other hand.
The youth challenge embodies not just an age
or generational challenge. It includes gender,
socio-economic, educational, recreational, and legal
challenges. Perhaps most important of all is the
enduring challenge between tradition and modernity within our intellectual tradition. All of the
various themes that fall under this challenge are
worthy of their own volumes. It is therefore crucial
to realize that they cannot be successfully tackled
by a reductionist mindset or an exclusionary
framework.
The Youth Summit is a step in the right direc-
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tion, and a practical move that must be applauded
and celebrated. Everyone who played a role in
bringing it to reality must be acknowledged in
ways big and small. Not thanking people for good
work and celebrating successes is something our
community is notorious for. It is time to make a
decisive break from that practice and embrace a
culture of gratitude and recognition for successes
at all levels.
Finally, at the macro level, our community
needs to work towards being part of the discussion on the politics and policies of the mainstream
arena. Support for the struggles and fight for
justice for First Nations communities all across
Canada is a cause we must embrace and be
familiar with. It is only through this effort, we can
ensure we do not contribute to the racism and
various forms of personal and systematic discrimination, exclusion, marginalization and adverse
incorporation of First Nations people in Canada.
As the saying goes, “Injustice anywhere in the
world is a threat to justice everywhere in the
world”. The principle of Justice or Adl is one that
binds all of humanity together. It is a special
principle that is close to our religious and intellec-

tual traditions. It is the principle in most urgent
need of revival at all levels of society. It is simultaneously personal as well as collective.
Like the youth challenge, we can never fully
appreciate the monumental significance of this
principle and the crucial role it plays in not only
breaking down barriers, but more importantly in
building bridges of peace and harmony across
gender, generational, socio-economic, racial,
cultural, religious and ideological lines.
Many things in life come and go, languages
have disappeared, a generation might begin with
one race and mutate into another, and socio-economic status are known to change across generations. But the abiding characteristic of justice is its
immutability. It is a principle that will be maintained in its purest form and will continue to
animate our struggles and remain relevant everywhere in the world. In a sense, justice is our
common language, and without doubt, the only
language capable of being truly universal in both
symbol and instrumental significance.
*Br. Usman is an activist and former member of Manitoba Muslim
Magazine Board.

Community Profile

Dr. Farouk Chebib &
The Canadian Federation
of Bridge Builders
Profiled by: Sister Sana Rana

U

pon hearing
the alarming results
of a survey conducted
in March 2102 that revealed
that more than half of all
Canadians distrust Muslims,
Farouk Chebib and his wife
Laila decided to do something
about it. In August 2012, they
instigated what they call the
“Bridge Builders Award.”
Farouk explains, “my wife and
I placed at each of the six
Winnipeg School Divisions and
the two French School Divisions a six-year award giving
$500 cash to one student in each
school division who demonstrates significant achievements
in building or mending cultural
bridges between Canadian
Muslims and other cultures.
The objective was that the
students would get active in
actions that will improve the
image of Islam in Canada.”
Their initiative was well
received by the Manitoba
Minister of Education and the

Manitoba Minister of Immigration and Multiculturalism.
Encouraged by the acceptance of their Bridge Builders
Award by the school divisions
and the Muslim community,
Farouk and Laila founded a
non-profit corporation called the
“Canadian Federation of Bridge
Builders, Inc.” or CFOBB for
short. Their hope was to expand
their awards nationally. The
CFOBB’s mission statement
states that they are “a not-forprofit organization dedicated to

the improvement of the image of
Islam in Canada.”
Farouk commented, “our
goal is to eventually install at
least one award in each school
division in Canada thus giving a
chance for every graduating
student throughout the country
to apply for these awards. We
hope that, in a few years, if we
are successful, every young
Canadian would have been
exposed to the values of harmony among the various
cultures, races and faiths, thus
leading to the society that
Canada deserves.”
The awards will be funded
by individual sponsors who can
sponsor one or more awards to
be placed in their names at the
schools of their choice. The
donations from these sponsors
will be given to the school
divisions directly and thus
qualify for tax deduction. The
sponsors will select the winners
of their awards and will be
invited to present the awards at
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the high school graduation
ceremony. Farouk further
explains that “the CFOBB
promotes and administers these
awards on behalf of the
sponsors by identifying the
school divisions that will
receive awards in each province, pairing sponsors with the
school divisions, installing the
awards in the sponsors’ names,
helping them to select the
winners (Bridge Builders) and
present them with the awards.
The CFOBB will honour the
sponsors and the young Bridge
Builders in an annual function.”
The CFOBB is dependent on the
generosity of the Muslim
community to help them carry
on this worthwhile project by
general donations and by
sponsoring the awards.
This year Farouk and his
wife were happy with a modest
eight awards that they sponsored themselves. For the
2013/2014 school year they hope
to add private and rural schools
to their family of Manitoba
schools.
Farouk Chebib is a retired
professor from the University
of Manitoba. He is originally
from Syria and his family
consists of his wife, two
children and four grandchildren. Farouk migrated to
Winnipeg from Syria in 1958 as
a graduate student at the
University of Manitoba. He and
his family decided to become
Canadian citizens after
Farouk’s graduation and also as
a result of political problems
back home. Farouk and his
family consider themselves the
first Muslim pioneers in
Manitoba. Farouk recalls how
“in the first few years of living
in Winnipeg, the Muslim
community grew very slowly
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mainly by students and professionals from Arab countries and
Pakistan. In the recent few years,
we experienced a huge surge of
Muslims from all over the world
which increased the Muslim
population in Winnipeg to
several thousands.”
Farouk has made a number
of contributions to the Muslim
community in Winnipeg. He is
one of the founders and authors
of the constitution of the
Manitoba Islamic Association
(MIA). He was also the first
trustee on the MIA’s first Board
of Trustees around 1972. In
addition, Farouk secured a
donation of $25,000 from King
Faisal of Saudi Arabia to build
the first mosque in Winnipeg.
This money was used as seed
money to build the Hazelwood
Mosque in 1976. Farouk was
also president and one of the
founders of the Canadian Arab
Federation in the 1970s. He was
also instrumental in setting up

the Muslim cemetery at Glenn
Lawn Memorial Gardens by
cornering a section for Muslim
burials and purchasing a few
plots for the MIA and other
families. He is a leader at the
University of Manitoba at
various Islamic and Arabic
functions and President of the U
of M Arab Association. Lastly,
he is the founder and President
of the Canadian Federation of
Bridge Builders.
Farouk hopes for a bright
future for the Islamic community in Winnipeg. He believes
that “this can be accomplished
only by an open mind, mutual
cooperation, understanding and
respect of other cultures and
faiths.”
Farouk encourages our
readers to support the Canadian
Federation of Bridge Builders.
For more information, please
visit the CFOBB’s website at
www.cfobb.org.

Reports:

T

he 1st Annual
Youth Summit was
auspiciously held at
the Wavereley mosque.
The summit was one of the
first of its kind. It came as a
collaborative effort
between MIA EC, Events
Committee and the Youth halaqa and camp. An
estimated number of 150 youth from high school to
university attended the summit. The summit gave
the youth the opportunity to know each other, to
work together and to understand better their
Islamic values in principles. In the opening
remarks given by the MIA President on Friday, he
encouraged the youth to be active participants in
building a better future for their community. He
further stated that the youth work has the highest
priority and assured them that there will no
hindrance to any initiatives or activities under
taken by the youth.
The main outside speakers in the conference
were Sh. Yassir Fazaqa, a well know international
speaker and Imam in California; and Dr. Altaf
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Hussien, a well known speaker from Virginia.
Both speakers have long experience dealing with
youth issues; their speeches and ideas were captivating and inspiring to many
of the participants.
Along with the guest
speakers local speakers
participated in some of the
panel discussion. Included
among the local participants were: Dr. Nazir
Khan, Dr. Idris Elbakri, Br.
Ismael Mustapha,
The Summit ended with a great sense of
accomplishment and excitement. The participants
found it to be a unique and refreshing experience.
The next Youth Summit is planned for the same
time, during the February study break next year,
inshahallah.

Sr. Semma Uddin

Sr. Warda Ahmed

Sr. Raja El-Mazini

Br. Nafaba Qasama

Br. Shahzad Mussadiq

Br. Khaled El-Salakawi
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ALMAGHRIB SEMINAR
In the first weekend of February,
at the University of Manitoba,
Qabeelat Thalj (AlMaghrib
Chapter of Winnipeg) held a
seminar on the topic of entertainment and recreation in Islam.
The seminar titled Fiqh of
Chillin’ was appropriately taught
by one of the youngest Shaykh Saad Tasleem. Shaykh Saad
studied Art History, Modern Art,
Graphic Design, and Psychology
at the University of Maryland.
He started his Islamic education
at IIASA in Fairfax, VA. He then
went on to study in the Islamic
University of Madinah where he
dedicated himself to the study of
Islamic Sciences. He graduated
with a Bachelor degree from the
Faculty of Shariah at University
of Madinah.
The seminar had a full
capacity turn out at the Friday
session that was open to the
public. The success of the event
was mainly due to the hard work
of the dedicated and driven
volunteers of all ages. The
volunteers felt that the shaykh
was “down to earth” and the
seminar was “relatable” with
“countless takeaways.”

The Sheikh commented on the
warm welcome he received from
the Winnipeg community saying
he “felt very warm even though
the weather was bitterly cold.”
This was Qabeelat Thalj’s 11th
seminar in Winnipeg ever since
the city’s Qabeelah was formed in
2010.
AlMaghrib Institute is a
non-profit organization that
teaches world class Islamic
education in a way that is fun,
social, spiritual and academic.
AlMaghrib has established itself
in 35+ cities all over North
America, UK, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Ireland, UAE and
expanding. All the seminars are
taught by highly specialized
scholars and educators who are

among the best in their fields. The
ultimate purpose of AlMaghrib is
to make better Muslims and bring
people closer to Allah, and
thereby, equip them to serve their
communities and humanities at
large.
The next seminar coming to
Winnipeg Insha’Allah will be on
the tafsir of surah Nur taught by
another dynamic shaykh – Kamal
El Mekki. Educated at the hands
of numerous prominent Islamic
scholars from across the world,
shaykh Kamal also has experience
in the secular world and has been
dubbed a Black Belt of Dawah.
This intense single weekend
seminar titled ‘Confidential: Tafsir
Surat’l Nur ‘will be on one of the
most intense surahs in the Quran
which focuses on the importance
of people’s reputation and
guarding the tongue and some
aspects of Shariah.
The seminar will be held on May
3-5 at the Engineering building,
University of Manitoba. To
register, visit www.almaghrib.
org/winnipeg or contact
Br. Imran Rahman (Ameer)
on 204-962-2989
Sr. Muneera Jaleel (Ameerah)
on 204-894-7686
Email winnipeg@almaghrib.org
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Sunday Quran Class Awards

Mental Health
Dr. Abdulrehman Abdulrehman*

T

he well known Middle East
correspondent, Robert Fisk, writes in the
prologue of his book, The Great War for
Civilization, about how he remains consistently
angry that he is offered psychological services for
trauma, while the many masses of people who
survive war are offered nothing. He is so frustrated that he denies these services outright. Amongst
other things, the implication of his statement rings
all too clear for the poor state of psychological
health care in the world; that it is, unfortunately, a
privilege and not a right. The World Health
Organization has coined the phrase, “there is no
health without mental health” and yet access to
psychological services remains bleak in many
parts of the world. One would think that as a first
world nation, Canada, and the province of
Manitoba might better be able to meet the mental
health needs of its citizens. Unfortunately access
to the services of psychologists is difficult to
obtain, specifically here in Manitoba.
The national average for number of psychologists available per 100,000 people in Canada is 47.
The number of psychologists available for the same
number of people in Manitoba is 20. That is 1
psychologist for every 5000 thousand people. This
ratio reflects all of the psychologists (private and
public sector) available in Manitoba. The majority
of psychologists in Manitoba work in a private
setting, and thus the actual number of psychologists
available within the public health care system is far
more dismal than the startling ratio noted above.
Of course funding is always a concern to a
government when it comes to choosing which
services to provide to the public. As a civilization,
we should collectively put our financial resources

towards the most pressing issues we face. An
antiquated thought might be that our physical
health is more important than our mental. However, long gone are the days and beliefs that would
suggest our mental health is “just feelings”. We
know for a fact there is a strong link between our
mental health, our physical health, and the quality
of our lives. Recent research suggests that one in
five Canadians is diagnosed with a mental illness. I
assure you this is a conservative number as other
studies would suggest higher numbers when
looking at overall life time prevalence. Even newer
research suggests that the impact mental illness has
on disability is one and half times greater than that
of all cancers and seven times that of all infectious
diseases. The World Health Organization predicts
that depression alone (only one of many mental
illnesses) will become the second leading cause of
disability in the world, for all ages and both
genders by 2020. And yet, the number of psychologists available to the citizens of Manitoba more
greatly reflects the resources of a developing
nation, than a first world country such as Canada.
As a society, we are clearly not paying attention to
an awakening giant.
It is due to this disparity in resources that the
Manitoba Psychological Society is launching the
MIND YOUR MENTAL HEALTH campaign
(www.mymh.ca). This website not only provides
information on things to do to “mind your mental
health”, but also a link that will allow you to
quickly send a letter to government letting them
know that access to a psychologist is an important
mental health concern for you. Along with partners
such as the Canadian Mental Health Association
(Winnipeg), the Anxiety Disorders Association of
Manitoba, Seneca House, and others, we are
encouraging the citizens of Manitoba to let the
government know that access to psychological
services are critical for the health of Manitoba
Citizens, and they would like increased access to
these services in the public health care system.
MPS urge you to contact your MP and the Minister
of Health to let them know that psychological
services are NOT a privilege. They are a RIGHT.
* Dr. Abdulrehman Abdulrehman is a physchologist and active
member of the local Muslim Community
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Q&A

Q.

What are the duties
that the mother and
father have towards their
children?
Answered by: Sh. Muhammad Al-Sâlih, professor of
Higher Studies at Al-Imâm
University.
The duties of the mother
and father are as follows:
Duties of the mother:
The first duty a woman
has towards her children
actually begins before she
is even married. The
woman is required to
choose a Muslim man of
good character and get
married to him in accordance with Islamic teachings that fulfills all the
conditions and requirements of Islamic Law.
• During her pregnancy, she has to preserve
the fetus in her womb by taking lawful and
healthy food and drink to offer her developing baby the best possible environment. She
is not allowed to take anything that may
injure the fetus or lead to abortion or cause
it to miscarry. She must surely refrain from
alcoholic drinks and smoking.
• After her children are born, the mother
should teach them to testify that there is no
God but Allah and that Muhammad 		
(PBUH) is his Messenger. She must pay her
utmost attention to teach them the best
manners. She should protect her children
and safeguard them until they are old
enough to live independently. This is a very
important duty for her to carry out, since
the mother is her children’s first teacher.

Duties of the father:
• His first duty is to do his best to choose a
woman of piety and good character to be
his wife.

• He must safeguard and care for his wife
during her pregnancy and provide for all of
her needs.
• He must continue to provide for her 		
sustenance and medical care for the entire
time that she is nursing her child.
• He must afford the baby protection by
Allah’s remembrance when it is born and
		 select a good name for the child.
• He should have a male child circumcised on
		 the seventh day after it is born.
• He should perform an `aqîqah for the child,
		 giving a third of the sacrificial meat in
		 charity, giving a third as gifts to friends, and
		 eating a third with his family.
• He must provide for the child’s needs and
		 education until the child is old enough to
		 live independently.
		 Source: islamonline.com

Quotation:

“The homemaker has the ultimate career. All other
careers exist for one purpose only - and that is to
support the ultimate career.” C.S. Lewis
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